solus

Contemporary Design, Crafted in Concrete.
Add style and substance to any outdoor space with one of our
beautiful concrete products. Our attention to quality and detail
will bring a unique sophistication to your gathering space.

solusdecor.com

info@solusdecor.com

1-877-255-3146 Vancouver B.C.

“We make beautiful and long lasting objects that run counter
to a culture obsessed with trends and disposablility; much
like concrete itself.”

Handmade in North America
Keeping it local has been our philosophy for the last 20 years.
We design, build and source all Solus products from our Vancouver, Canada facility and utilize local producers whenever
possible. This allows us to keep quality high and make improvements quickly.
All our products are commercial grade and fully certified for
North America and Europe (ANSI/CSA/CE). Fire Authorities,
Municipalities, Insurers and homeowners can rest assured that
our products are safe.
We utilize a ‘cross-jet’ burner system which produces a flame
above the lava bed so no heat is lost into the vessel. The concrete itself never gets hot, making our fire features perfect for
residential and commercial installations.

Hemi

Refined sculptural presence
Available in three sizes to suit any space these round fire pits
add heat, atmosphere and simple sculptural beauty.
Our ‘cross-jet’ and ethanol burners provide ample flames and
are built to last a lifetime. Three fuel types with manual or electronic start options allow these bowls to be used in all outdoor
situations.
Each fire bowl is available in 10 colours and can be paired with
a full bed of fire stones, a wooden Ipe table top or an all-weather fabric cover for added beauty and function.

Product variations
Sizes: (dia.) x (h) x (base)
26” x 12” x 10”
36” x 17” x 12“
48” x 23” x 17”
Fuel Options:
Ethanol
Natural Gas
Propane

Output in BTU’s:
18,000 (26”) or 60,000(36”)
60,000 or 40,000 (drink ring)
60,000 or 40,000 (drink ring)

Complete HEMI fire feature showing adjustable flame key/safety shut off

Ignition Mechanism:
Match-lit
Electric Start w/ set flame
Electric Start w/ adjustable flame with a safety
shut off
Accessories:
Concrete Drink Ring
Ipe Hardwood Tabletop
All Weather Fabric Cover
Additional Fire Stones
Colour:
Your choice of 10 different colours
Certification:
ANSI/CSA & CE certification on the whole
product; burner, electronics & vessel

Liquid Ethanol burner (option)

‘Cross-jet’ burners forged
from solid brass

Optional Ipe wood top

Optional Ring if horizontal surface is required

Halo

Rectilinear sensuality
Crisp outer edges that curve smoothly into a round fire opening
gives a modern sculptural feel. The Halo shows off the striking
and subtle qualities of our concrete. This allows the flickering
flame to reflect off its polished surface, inviting people to gather
around.
The low version has a deep recessed base that creates a hovering effect, giving a dramatic visual lightness. A very chic and
contemporary option.
The elevated versions rest on a square base to give them table
height warmth and functionality. This works well when used in
conjunction with standard seating.
We apply a stain resistant coating to the top surface to help
repel stains
This style is also available in 2 sizes for large or small spaces
and is suitable for residential and commercial installations. A
tented all-weather cover is also available.

Product variations
Sizes: (l) x (w) x (h)
36” x 36” x 8“
Low versions
48” x 48” x 8”
36” x 36” x 17”
48” x 48” x 17”

Elevated versions

Fuel Options:
Ethanol
Natural Gas
Propane

Output in BTU’s:
60,000
40,000
40,000

Ignition Mechanism:
Match-lit

Version:
Low and Elevated

Electric Start w/
set flame

Elevated only

Electric Start w/		
adjustable flame*

Elevated only

Large 48” HALO ELEVATED version

Accessories:
All-weather Fabric Cover
Additional Fire Stones
Colour:
Your choice of 10 different colours

Tented outdoor all weather
cover

Certification:
ANSI/CSA & CE certification on the whole
product; burner, electronics & vessel

Liquid Ethanol burner (option)

Sleek 36” HALO LOW version

Custom cylindrical base

Firebox & Firecube

Square minimalism
The Firebox and Firecube are simple, adaptable fire pits with
minimal detailing and a clean, structured presence. Their neat
and quiet aesthetics emphasize their content around thin,
smooth, concrete walls. Fill the Firebox with a full set of fire
stones to give an elegant look and add a hardwood Ipe top to
extend functionality.
The Firecube is ideal if you require a lot of heat in a small space.
They pack a punch at 40,000BTU’s. An optional concrete top is
also available.
Tank Table is designed to hold (and hide) a 20lb. propane tank.
Makes a useful side table and can be used in conjunction with
any Solus fire pit. We coat the top surface for improved stain
resistance.

Product variations
Firebox

Sizes: (l) x (w) x (h)
30” x 30” x 15“
Fuel Options:
Natural Gas
Propane

Output:
60,000
60,000

Extra ‘River Rock’ firestones to fill Firebox

Ignition Mechanisms:
Match-lit
Electric Start w/ set flame
Electric Start w/ adjustable flame + safety shut
off
Accessories:
Square drink ring (summer 2016)
Ipe Hardwood Table Top
All-weather Fabric Cover
Additional Fire Stones
Colours:
Your choice of 10 different colours
Certifications:
ANSI/CSA & CE certification on the whole
product; burner, electronics & vessel

All-weather fabric cover

Ipe hard wood table top

Tank Table Top option hides
a 20 lb propane tank

Firecube is ideal for tight spaces.

Firecube

Sizes: (l) x (w) x (h)
16” x 16” x 17“
Fuel Options:
Ethanol
Natural Gas
Propane

Output:
18,000
40,000
40,000

Ignition Mechanism:
Match-lit
Accessories:
Tank Table Top
Colours :
Your choice of 10 different colours
Certifications:
ANSI/CSA & CE certification on the whole
product; burner, electronics & vessel

Firetable

Clean lined tradition
Modern, concrete tables that house a central fire, these fire pits
are sturdy and functional. The simple, smooth, concrete top
sections have a curved inner edge that slopes towards the fire
opening and reflects the flame light. We also apply a protective coating to help resist stains.

Product variations
Firetable

Sizes: (l) x (w) x (h)
51” x 27” x 19-1/2“
Fuel Options:
Ethanol
Natural Gas
Propane

Output:
60,000
40,000
40,000

Firetable overview

Ignition Mechanisms:
Match-lit
Electric Start w/ set flame
Electric Start w/ adjustable flame + safety shut
off
Accessories:
All-weather Fabric Cover
Colours:
Your choice of 10 different colours
Certifications:
ANSI/CSA & CE certification on the whole
product; burner, electronics & vessel
Tented Recaseans cover

New product for summer 2016
Our new Firetable 55 is a sleek update of the original. It has a thick asymmetrical top that cantilevers
from a delicate base. The prototype version is being used at The Four Seasons Resort in Whistler BC.

Firetable 55 has an asymmetrical and cantilevered top

Firetable 55 (available summer 2016)

Dome

Reflective and mercurial
These water features have polished metal domes that appear
to float inside the concrete vessels. Water flows up through the
center of each dome to run over the reflective surface of the
hand-spun metal and then drop off the edges into the surrounding water creating sound.
Like our concrete pieces, each metal dome is handmade and
unique. The variations, inconsistencies and undulations characteristic of hand-spun metal create the beautiful water movement and reflections that define these water features.
Our concrete bowls provide a solid aesthetic counterpoint to
the shine of the domes and the fluidity of the water while functioning as impermeable containers. Every dome is attached to
a support which holds it securely inside of it’s concrete vessel.
Appropriate for use indoors or out for residential and commercial installation.

Product variations
Dome

Sizes: (l) x (w) x (h)
26” x 12” x 10”
36” x 17” x 12“
48” x 23” x 17”
Metal dome types:
Stainless Steel -machine finish & elctro-polish
Brass
-coated or uncoated

48” Dome in stainless steel

Pump Systems:
Oase Aquarius 370
Adjustable flow
370 G/H (1400L/H) with 7.7 ft (2.4 m) lift
2 year manufacturers warranty
Accessories:
Quick drain plug (included)
All weather fabric cover
Colours:
Your choice of 10 different colours

Brass dome with satin machine finish

Rippling water refracts light on metal dome

Scupper

Flowing and reflective
A nod to historical architecture and nautical forms the Scupper
water bowl combines mechanically formed metal with smooth
hand cast concrete. These formal elements are brought to life
by the movement and sound of falling water.
Entering from a central opening in the bottom of the concrete
bowl, water fills the vessel creating a deep pool that spills out
through the reflective channel of the scupper. The polished
metal and pooled, cascading water combine to create interesting reflections as light plays over their surfaces.
Available in three sizes these water bowls can be used in a
variety of situations including installations with in-ground catch
basins and existing ponds. Appropriate for use indoors or out
for residential and commercial installations.
Scupper with Box is a self contained system for those situations
where a ‘plug and play’ situation is preferred. The 26” bowl
version comes with a matching concrete box and the 36” bowl
version comes with a stainless steel box.

Product variations
Scupper

Concrete Bowl: (l) x (w) x (h)
26” x 12” x 10”
36” x 17” x 12“
48” x 23” x 17”
Metal Scupper types:
Stainless Steel
Brass
-coated or uncoated
Copper
-coated or uncoated

Scupper overview

Pump Systems:
Oase Aquarius 370 adjustable flow
370 G/H (1400L/H) with 7.7 ft (2.4 m) lift
2 year manufacturers warranty
or
Clients own mechanical system
Accessories:
Quick drain plug (included)
All weather fabric cover
Colours:
Your choice of 10 different colours
Brass scupper

Scupper with Box
Concrete Bowl:
(l) x (w) x (h)
26” x 12” x 10”
36” x 17” x 12“
48” x 23” x 17”

Brake formed stainless steel scupper

Box:
(l) x (w) x (h)
36” x 18” x 8” (concrete)
50” x 25” x 11”(stainless)
requires pond or pool

Box types:
Concrete box
Stainless steel
Pump Systems:
For 26” bowl
Oase Aquarius 370 adjustable flow
370 G/H (1400L/H) with 7.7 ft (2.4 m) lift.
For 36” bowl
Oase Aquarius 800 adjustable flow
800 G/H (3000L/H) with 9.9 ft (3 m) lift.
For 48” bowl
Customers own pool/pond system
Accessories:
Pebbles (included)
All weather fabric cover
Colours :
Your choice of 10 different colours

Scupper with concrete Box is available for 26” only

Attributes

Only the highest quality parts, material & labour
Our high performance concrete is a blend of cement, aggregate, colour, and recycled fly-ash. It is cured for 28 days. It is
strong, beautiful and can withstand extreme weather fluctuations. All others try to imitate what we do, but we know how to
succeed.
All our burner parts and assemblies are made with Stainless
steel, Brass and Aluminum. Even harsh seaside conditions
will not corrode the assembly. Third party boiler parts are of
commercial grade quality too. Our burners are the best in the
business.
The people that work at Solus are skilled, knowledgeable and
understand craftsmanship. Being a small company we don’t
have the luxury of sloppy work. Everyone needs to contribute to
our success, and they do.
Specifications are available online from our website or search
‘Solus Decor’ at www.caddetails.com

Halva

Portland

Linen

Nutmeg

Portobello

Arbutus

Nori

Truffle

Shiitake

Cinder

Colours
Halva:
Varies from oyster to bone. Tends to a slight
cream tone. Warm white.
Portland:
Natural concrete colour. A mid tone gray with
slight green undertones.
Linen:
Light beige. Warm undertones approach
limestone.
Nutmeg:
Dark beige. More brownish than linen. Think
walnut shells or whole nutmegs.
Portobello:
A lighter mid tone colour with a light olive
undertone. Dark mottling makes this an intriguing colour.
Arbutus:
A rich terra-cotta colour. Very arresting.
Nori:
A pastel-ish green/grey. Makes one think of
the sea.
Truffle:
A warm chocolate brown. Can vary from lighter to darker but is a darker tone.
Shiitake:
Very dark toned grey with a warm brown
undertone.
Cinder:
Our darkest charcoal grey with a slight warm
undertone.
Please note that colours shown here are only
approximate. Every batch of concrete is slightly different and exhibit unique tonal variations.
Please request actual concrete samples to
confirm colour choice.

Shipping

Nowhere is too far
Shipping concrete sounds expensive and difficult, but it’s really
quite reasonable and easy. We have shipped to residences, hotels, restaurants and job sites around the world. We encase the
products in a custom crate to ensure protection during delivery
or for on-site storage. Crates are generally delivered curbside
next to your site where the top and sides can be easily dismantled with a cordless drill. Our delivery success rate is over 99%.
Warranty
All Solus products are warrantied against manufacturers defects
for periods ranging from 1 year to 25 years, depending on
product or part. By purchasing (and using) a Solus All Weather
Cover we will extend the warranty period to the maximum available. Please inquire for details.
Sales and Support
Our Sales and Support team are professional and friendly and
can answer any questions you may have. So please, give us a
call and we can help find the right product for your project.

Notes

solus
1445 Powell Street
Vancouver, BC, Canada
V5L 1G8
Toll Free
Local
Web
Email

1-877-255-3146
604-255-2472
solusdecor.com
info@solusdecor.com

Vancouver showroom
Monday-Friday 9-5
Sat & Sunday-closed

